CHEMOPROP – CHEMICAL PROPERTIES ESTIMATION SOFTWARE SYSTEM

CHEMOPROP OVERVIEW

- QSARs for physical chemistry, environmental fate and ecological and human toxicology
- Quantitative and categorical models, decision trees, automated read-across
- Structure import, editing, export

OSIRIS Webtool (http://osiris.simpple.com/OSIRIS-ITS/welcome.do)
- Support for automated model selection
- Quantitative and categorical models, decision trees, automated read-across

DATABASE MODULE

- Structure import, editing, export
- Database search (structures, data)
- Link to external databases (ODBC, SQL)
- Structure module
- Structure-related information
- Structure retrieval from database
- Structure code
- Compound list either with or without links to external informatics
- Tools for visualization
- Generation of Terminal (topological, valence, A, B, C) and molecular structures (chemists, biologists)
- Search or substructures
- Structure search in WWW

FURTHER INFORMATION

- Windows XP SP3 or Vista or 7
- .NET Framework 2 or higher
- Web Resources:
- Alternatively, from www.ufz.de select Divisions, Ecological Chemistry, Methods, click on the ChemProp link

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

- USZ Models and Models with USZ Participation
  - New and improved USZ models for air/blood, air/blood, air/fat, and fat/blood partitioning
  - New read-across model for BCF
  - Automated searching scheme for BCF

- Literature Models
  - Blood/blood partition coefficient
  - Structural alerts for narcosis
  - Other improvements
  - Rule example for structural alerts
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